Crashbox – Tutorial

In this tutorial the focus is on modeling a Formula Student Racecar
Crashbox with HyperCrash 12.0
(Written by Moritz Guenther, student at Altair Engineering GmbH)
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HyperMesh*

1. Start HyperMesh 12.0 for meshing the geometry.
2. Choose User Profile RADIOSS: Block110 and open the file
Model_start.hm from file > open.

3. Notice: the loaded file contains three surfaces and one solid.
Click on 3D > solid map > one volume and choose the Crashbox as
solid. Change source shells to quads and set the elem size to 10mm.
Finish your operation with a final click on mesh and return.

*HyperMesh is used for geometry editing and meshing, HyperCrash is then employed to
define material properties, contacts, boundary conditions etc.
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4. Next, the surfaces are meshed. For this go to 2D > automesh and
type in the element size 19mm. Select quads as mesh type and
choose the surface of the Barriere. Start meshing.

5. The Anti-Intrusion-Plate needs a mesh with the size 6mm. Please
use the type mixed. Do the same with the Bulkhead by using the
size 10mm. Compare your model with this picture:

6. Click on File > Export > Solver Deck, pick the file type RADIOSS and
export the model to your desired folder.
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HyperCrash

Materials
1. Start HyperCrash 12.0, set the working directory to a suitable
location, choose RADIOSS V11, set the Unit system to kN mm ms
kg, switch the GUI to new and start HyperCrash.
2. Import your RADIOSS mesh and ignore the transformation of the
unit system.
3. Now we have to define two different materials. On the menu panel
click on Model > Material and select Create a new object > Elastoplastic > Piecewise linear (36). Type the name EN AW 7075 in and
pick the same values like in the picture beneath:
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We next need to define the function for the material, for this, right
click on the field next to Yield stress function and click on define
Function. Now transfer the coordinates of the function from the
image below and confirm with save:

After defining the function, the material definition is complete. Now to
assign this material to the relevant components in the model, first pick the
components namely Anti-Intrusion-Plate, The Bulkhead and the Barriere
from the model tree,

Go back to the material browser, click on add selected parts from tree,
finish with save.
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4. Now we repeat the whole procedure of step 3 defining a Honeycomb
structure for the crashbox. Go to
Create a new object > Other > (28) and copy the entries from the
image below, notice how we have six different functions.
Important: The Initial Density is 9.13E-8 kg/mm3
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You can define the yield- and shear stress functions by right clicking in the
respective field and selecting “Define Function…”. A window opens where
you can define a function by entering the coordinates or by importing an
existing curve.
Note: In this tutorial all functions are imported to save time.

Yield stress function 11
Within the “function window” click on “Import curve” and choose the file
HoneycombT.txt from your working directory. The function should look
like below.

Define the other five functions by importing the following curves:
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Yield stress function 22

HoneycombLW.txt

Yield stress function 33

HoneycombLW.txt

Shear yield stress function 12

HoneycombF3.txt

Shear yield stress function 23

HoneycombF4.txt

Shear yield stress function 31

HoneycombF3.txt

Now to assign this material to the crashbox component, first pick the
crashbox component from the model tree, go back to the material
browser, click on add selected parts from tree, finish with save.

Properties
1. To define the properties follow the path Model > Property and select
Creates a new object > Surface > Shell (1).

Use Include picked parts to choose the Anti-Intrusion-Plate to apply
these property settings to that component.

End this working step with Save.
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Some questions you may have asked yourself:

Why QEPH shell formulation
•

QEPH (Quadrilateral ElastoPlastic Physical Hourglass Control)
element

•

QEPH is the best compromise between cost and quality. Generally, it
costs no more than 15% of a BT element and the results obtained
by this element are close to those of QBAT.

•

With one-point integration formulation, if the non-constant part
follows exactly the state of constant part for the case of elastoplastic calculation, the plasticity will be under-estimated due to the
fact that the constant equivalent stress is often the smallest one in
the element and element will be stiffer. Therefore, QEPH, defining a
yield criterion for the non-constant part seems to be a good ideal to
overcome this drawback.

•

QEPH shells are more accurate for elastic or elasto-plastic loads,
whatever the loading type - quasi-static or dynamic

•

QEPH shells will give better results if the mesh is fine enough. It is
not recommended for coarse mesh.

Why use 5 integration points in the thickness of shell elements
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•

In case of an elastic behavior, one gets the exact solution from
three integration points – that is to say that the bending moments
are exactly integrated through the thickness of the shell – and it is
not necessary to use more integration points.

•

In case of a plastic behavior, the bending moments are not
integrated exactly. Using more integration points, the solution
becomes more accurate; so it is recommended to use five
integration points.

Why Ithick =1
•

By default, shell thickness is supposed constant during shell
deformation. Initial thickness is used to compute strains and to
integrate stresses, but the thickness variation is still computed for
post-processing reasons. If a variable thickness (Ithick =1) is used,
true thickness is computed not only for post-processing, but also for
strain computation and stresses integration

Why Iplas =1
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•

In plasticity computation, two fundamental assumptions must be
satisfied. First, the stress in the plastic region must verify the
plasticity criteria (for example, von Mises criteria). Second, in the
principal stresses space is the direction ( ), due to work hardening
is normal to the yield surface.

•

An iterative orthogonal projection is used in this tutorial, this
method enables to satisfy the second assumption using an iterative
algorithm, the main reason we use iterative projection is to achieve
a high accuracy on stress distribution after projection.

Properties (cont.)
2. For the components Barriere and Bulkhead, similar properties are
needed. Follow the same steps as in (1) but with the entries as
shown in the image below
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3. Logically the Crashbox needs a different property as it is a solid
component, therefore use Volume > Orthotropic solid (6) and these
settings:

After selecting the Crashbox, click save to end creating new properties.
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Contact definition
1. Click on LoadCase > Contact Interface and pick the Multi usage
(Type 7). At first we define the contact between crashbox and
Barriere. After clicking selecting Include picked parts, pick first the
Crashbox and then the Barriere. Make sure the details are as below,

Conform with Save.

2. Repeat the same procedure/steps for the contact between Bulkhead
and Anti-Intrusion-Plate
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3. The third contact is a Kinematic condition. So choose type 2. To
pick the location of the Slave nodes, first turn off the perspective
view by pressing ‘P’. Then change the view to the 2D view of the xand z-axis. Now choose with Add nodes by box selection the row of
nodes of the Crashbox next to the Anti-Intrusion-Plate and for
Master surface pick the Anti-Intrusion- Plate. End with Save.
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Some more questions …

Why type 7 and what is interface gap?
•

This interface simulates the most general type of contacts and
impacts

•

Impacts occur between a master surface and a set of slave nodes

•

All limitations encountered with interface types 3, 4 and 5 are solved
with this interface.

•

It is a fast search algorithm without limitations Interfaces have a
gap that determines when contact between two segments occurs.

What is Coulomb friction?
•

Type 7 interface allows sliding between contact surfaces. Coulomb
friction between the surfaces is modelled

•

Coulomb’s friction law is a classic friction law which states that
FT < * FN with = Fric (Coulomb friction)

Rigid body and boundary condition
1. Select Barriere in the tree and go to Mesh Editing > Rigid Body >
Create. Name it and click on Add selected parts of Tree. Switch to
Properties, Type in 305kg at Mass and choose at center of gravity
flag the third option: Mast. Fixed, mass & inertia on COG. Finish
with Save.
2. Create a new Rigid Body, click on Include picked parts and select
the Bulkhead. To simulate it more realistically select every four
nodes around the boreholes of the Anti-Intrusion-Plate using Add
nodes by picking selection. Confirm this with Save.
3. Go to Loadcase > Boundary Condition > Create and select Add
nodes by picking selection. Pick the Master node of the first Rigid
Body. Please select the translation to y and z and every rotation.
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Confirm with Save. Now the Barriere can only move towards the
Crashbox.
4. Do the same with the second Rigid Body but select every translation
and rotation.
What is a rigid body?
•

•

A rigid body is an idealization of a solid body in which deformation is
neglected. In other words, the distance between any two
given points of a rigid body remains constant in time regardless of
the external forces exerted on it.
Rigid body elements are used to
- impose equal displacement to a set of nodes;
- model rigid connections and pin-joints;
- enforce symmetry;
- model transitions, connections, spot-welds, seam-welds between
non-matching (dissimilar) meshes;
- distribute concentrated loads/masses to a set of nodes

Initial velocity
Go to Loadcase > Initial Velocity and click on Creates a new object.
With Add nodes by picking selection choose the masternode of the
Rigid Body (The Rigid Body of the Barriere). Adopt this:
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Accelerometer
To be able to measure the acceleration you have to fix an
accelerometer. For this purpose click on Data History > Accelerometer
> Create and give it a name. Then pick the same master node where
the velocity is located and save it.

Mass check

To check if you entered correct values in the material-, property- and
rigid body definition (i.e. density, shell thickness, rigid body mass) click
on Mass > Part Details. Here you see a summary of the model masses.
Control the values and the decimal powers for physical correctness.

Control cards
Within the control card (Model > Control Card) you define important
and necessary settings like the value of the time step. Please click
on the control cards shown in the images below and copy the
conditions. Make sure you save every setting before you move to
the next Control Card.
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-

Starts at 0ms
Write one animation file for
1ms

Generates animation files
containing element data for the
specified result.
ELEM - The variable is saved for
all types of elements; except
where not applicable.

Generates animation files
containing nodal masses.
Generates animation files
containing nodal scalar data.
For Nodal data type DT - Nodal
time step is written out
Generates animation files
containing vectorial data for
the specified variable.
Here the variables are
velocities, contact forces,
Forces and moments for rigid
bodies, rigid walls and sections

Provides an estimation of the
CPU time spent for each
processor
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Specifies the printout
frequency.

Number of Processors used for
this run

-

Run Number
Time when the run stops

Defines the frequency of
writing the time history file of
T-file, option 4 is used which
can be read by HyperGraph

This completes the model set-up. The analysis and post-postprocessing
are kept deliberately short (and simple).
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Start of simulation

Now you can export your model. For this go to File > Export >
RADIOSS and save your model.
Then open RADIOSS and select a working directory for this
simulation. The run can start.
Use relevant options like both and nthread (to assign a particular
number of processors for the run according to the machine
configuration and time available for the run)
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Once the run is completed successfully, postprocessing begins.
Click on the results button to open HyperView, which will
automatically load the results file.
For instance, check whether the following results are reasonable:
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displacements of the system,



distance between the barrier and the intrusion plate



stresses in the intrusion plate



specific energy of the crashbox



hour glass energy



contact status



…
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